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correct oue to be used. Tiler-eiore, we will not pursue this further.

TheI.:e a wayto d. void. the cubic algebraic e'.luati.o n ue r.i ved fro m the

f~ve-te£lIl analysis. 1'11e idea .is to .inc.Luue yet ar.ot.he r additional tora

in the analysis, and see if some cancellatloli becomes possible. Indeed,
r.na s p.ro ved f eas i.b.Le, and so we have a 1l;c;ix-termH analysis for ao Lvi.nq

both the order dnd radius of convergence tor a pair of conjugate poles.
To facilitate the writing of the e~uations. we define two constants

.- 2 cos (e)
s 2

10 = 21h/c ,
-2s 2and Res:= 10 ::: (cy h)

~e also definE: five ratios

Ei'JO :::: F em) If (ru- 1) ,

Dl'] 1 .- F (ru - 1) IF (ru- 2 ).. - ,

Rl'12 .- r? (m- 2) IF' ( ru- 3).- ~ ,

HiO := F (m-3) IF ( m- 4) ,

£\r'14 .= F (m-4) /1" ( m-S).
We divide Eq.[60] by FCm-l) and divide £g.(61j by F(m-2). ~b€n written
with the constants and ratios defined above, these equations Decome

1 (m+ 2p- 3).:::(lli+p-2)*CTR - ---*--------
Res IH11

[67J

and (m- 2)*RM 1
1 (m+2p-4)

= (m+p-3)*CTR - ---*--------Res RM.::: L 6 H J

Subtraction ot Eq.[68J from Eq.[67] yields

(m-1)~El"'lO- (m-2)*Ri11 .::: eTn -
1rm+~p-3 m+2p-4,---*J------ - ------JRes L Ht'11 Rf'l2..J

[69 ]

Next, we repeat Eg.[69] for the next lower index.

(m-2)*BMl - (m-3}*BM2 .:::era - 1rlli+2p-4 m+2p-5,---*j------ - ------jRes t, 1\[12 R~13 oJ
[ 7 0 J
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Equatlon[70] involves F(m-4), ~hich is in the denominator of BMJ. This
weans thaL a total of five terms of the Taylor series is used so far.
Subtraction of Eg.[70] from Eq.(69] yields

(Iil-1)*B!'10 - 2{u,-2)*'lUl1 + (m-3)*IU12 ==

1 r m+2p-4 m+2p-3---*j2------ - ------ -BCS L RM2 DMl
I.n+2p-5,------1

EN3 J
[ 71 J

Now, we define SOIDe grand constants.

NR1 ::::: (m-lj*RMO - 2(m-2)*HN1 + (m-J)*EL'12

NH2 .- (m-2) '!'RI'll - 2 (m-J) *RN2 + (m-4) *iH13

D R 1 ::::: - 11R1'11 + 21 HI'i 2 - 11R £13 if

DR2 := - 1/RM2 + 2/EM3 - '/RM4

DS1 := 3/RMl - B/RH2 + 5/BM3 ,

and DS2.- 3/8M2 - B/EMJ + 5/£1.14

Solving Lq.[ 71] z or the order •..I, we obtain

RCS*NRl - US1 ill

2*DR 1 2
[72 ]p = ------------- - ---

Finally, we r epe at Eq, [72J for t.he r.e xt 10WCL' Ln dex, eliminate p, and

solve for Res. The .result is

LoS
10

1

Res
NR1*Df2 - Nh2*DRl
DS1*DR2 - DS2*DR1

[73]

£gudtion(73) involves all the Taylor seL1~S terms trom Flm) to F(m-5).
thus tiLe name "six-ter mII analysis .•

From Eg .•[ 73 J, WE C an obtain the radius 01. can ver:'gence. wit h a knovn

radius of convergence, we can tind the oraer of thc poles from Eq.[72].
and the elevation angle from th e four-term an aLys Ls, Eq .•[ 64 ]. this six-

term analysis is valid for poles of all orders, integer and real, posi-
tive and negative, rational and irrational. [Tbe author is Indebted to

Mr. Hanuel Prieto for much of the details in this derivation of the si~-
term analysis. J
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The six-term analysis is not the final ~ord on the study of Taylor
series behavior. We have thus far only looked into those functions that
have either a singularity on the real axis or a conjugate pair of singu-
larities in the complex plane. In the next few sections, we will study
the effects of other functions on the Tallor sedes behavior.. 'Iheother
f unct.i.ousmay be secondary s.i nqu LarLt Les or an analytic function. There
is also the need to understand the Taylor expansions of functions that
contal.n an essential singularity .•

D. THE EFFECT OF SECONDARY POLES .•

The convergence behavior of the Taylur series of functions that have
a single pole on tLe real axis, or- a single conjugate pair of poles, was
discussed in the pr-evious sections. ie have sho~n that the terms of the
Taylor series follow easily recognizable paths in a semi-logarithm plot
of the terms versus their index (or order of differentiation).. One can
quickly glance at such a graph and observe the presence or absence of
poles in the functioD, whose ser-ies is plotted. Thl.s easy recognition
is not always follo~ed by easy calculatiuns. The general behavior of
the series terms readily manifest itself graphically, because the graph-
ical information does not have to be accurate for comprehension. It is
a different matter when the same data is used for estimating the order
and location of the pole, or- poles. In th~s section and the next. we
will analyze the disturbance introduced .by other functions and secondary
poles. A secondary pole in the function 15 d singularity Whose distance
from tile point of expansion is greater than the r:adius of co averqenoe ,

Figur~ 111-8 below is a graph of logjf(ffi)I versus m for conditions
similar to that for-Figure 111-6, with the difference being that there
is a conjugate pair of secondary poles. The secondar-l{ poles are at an
angle of about 167 degrees and at a distance of about 1.5 Rc , iHlen this
gr-aph is compared with that in figure 111-6, the effect of the secondary
poles is shown clearly by the points marked with different symbols. The
first few terms show two effects. First, the phase angle between terms
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is smaller in the first half-cycle than 1D all th8 other half-cycles.
This is because the secondary elevation angle is smaller than that for
the primary pole. Secondly, there is a separation of alternate terms 1D

the first two half-cycles. This is due to a uiff€rence in residues for
the primary and secondary poles. It should Le noted tnat the effects of
the secondary pole have dissipatea by the 30-th term of the series.
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w~ will now analyze the effects introduced by otner tunctions and
secondary poles. lhis analysis is concerned with errors in the radius-
of-convergence calculation using the two-term dnd three-term analyses.
First, we examine the effect at multiplying the iunction f(x;10) by an
analytic function.

Consider the function

(x ) ::
9 (x)-_._---

p
{x-r a)

, [74]

where g(X) is an analytic function in x. fbe Taylor expansion for the
function f (x ; 74) has a re c urs i, ve relation derivable f f:q. [ 13].

(m-1) F(m) 'i';U(1) + (m+p-2)F(m-1)*U{2) == G(lll) [ '7.5 ]

The recursive relation in Eq.[75j has been dis
\,i\f ,

bed from Eq.(14] by the
addition of G(m) on t right-hand side.

This a dd i.tLo na L term, G(m), is the m-tIl term of. the Taylvr expansion
for t ne anal y t i,c tunct ion, g (xj , We w ill .io o k at the 'Taylor se rLe s f or

two t ype~ of analytic f UD ct ions, those III ith d f Lui.t.eIe n q th and tho se
with an ififinlte length. The Taylor serles for polynomials are finite
in length. Therefore, for somE. mlarger than the degree of the polyno-
mial, G{IUj=O. The recursive relation above is then hack. to its origindl
exp ressi o n , .J.::q.[ 14 j. This means that in con.ve r j en ce anal ysis "weWdil't

to use a ;3eries length longer than nos t poly Domial;,;e nco unt e red , It a

specified poly noa i.aI is/vaiL y .Lon q , we S Utply must use a n even 10 Dyer

series. Should a truncated polynomial be acceptable as an accurate
approximation for the full po.l y ucu i aL, t.a en we will use a truncated
polynomial shorter than our Tal10r series. OtberW1se, we ~ill be solv-
ing a wrong problem. Therefore, when the analytic function h~s a Taylor
series.~f finite length, we can either use a longer series, or truncate
the polynomial.

When the analytic function has a Taylor series of infinite length,
there will be unavoidable error in the radius of convergence calculation
using the two-term or three-term analyses. To ~tudy tbe nature ot tbis
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error , we return to analyze f {x;74} in a Qiffclent n.an uer, consider

f (x)= W (XI *g (x ) I [76 J

where vlx) is the function of the pole

1
W (x ] -

p
(x-a)

The m-th term of the f-series is given by

.Flll') = W{m)*G(1) .•. w(m-1)*G(2) + ••• +w(l)*G(m) [ 77 )

udtlon[77] is simply the modified LeibDlt~ rule written out longhand.
The rel~tion between iem) and h(m-1) is yiven by the two-term analysls6

Eg.[lb]. The same relation holds tor i(m-1)/W(m-2) and all the other
adjacent pairs of terms in the W-series. This means that the right-hand
sieil.:: of .[77J can be written in terms o~ Welli) only.

f (m)
r m-1 a

;:;; t~ (m) "''''IG (1) + G (2) ----- (-)
l m+p- L h

+ •.•• +
(m-1) : {p- 1)! a m-l,

Glm}------------{-) J(m+p-2) J h ..I
[78]

Similarly, the expression for f' (ru-1) is

F {m-n
r= W (lll- 1) 'l' IG ( 1 )
J.

(m-2) Z (p-l) : a m-2,
+ ••• + G(m-1)------------{-) j

{ffi+p-3): 11 .J

r
[79J

For convenience, we define SUMGM to be the entire sum in Eq.[7bJ, and we
define SUMG1 to be the entire sum in Eq_L79]. ThBD. Eq.[78] and Eq.[19J
become

i" {ru)= ¥J (m) *sur1G~1 ,

and .f (lH-1) .= yi (ffi-1) *SU~G1 [80J

Substitution of Eq.[80] into Eq.[ 18] leaes us to the final resul~

h F'{m) m-1-::::._---_.,-*._---- ==
F (m-1) m+p-2

W(m) m-l SUMG&------*-----.----- =W(m-1) m+p-2 SUi1G1

n SUl'lGl1_ ...__ .~~ ._-_ .._-
He (est) Rc SUr'lG1

when compared to the orlginal two-term dDalisi~, Eg.[ 18J, the ex-
pression above has a relative eeror given by
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s U l'!Gl1 - ~3U rl G 1
relative error = -------------SUNG1 [ 81 J

The relatlve error given in Eg.[81] 15 dependent on the order of the
pole h the lengtn of the Taylor: serLe s m, and t ae function 9 (xj; The
error can be analyzed only when tho fUDctlon g{x) is specified.

Consider the functlon g{x) = exp(-bx) as a representative example of
an analytic function with an infinite Taylor series. The exponential
function has an infinite series typical of all the analytic functions.
Its Taylor series expanded aboat x=O with an increment h is given by

-b (x +h)
e

.2 2 ;3 3 4 4
b h b b b n= 1 - b*h + - ---- + ---- -

" ,L. • 31 4!

The m-th term of this series is

G {in)

m-1
(-t*h)

::; ._-_._--_ ..:-
(m-1) !

Now, the sum SUMGM becomes

m
SUfJGm- s ua ,

i=1

(m-1}t(rr.+p-i-1)! , "i-1--------------------l-a*b)(m-i)! (m+F-2)! (i-1):

and the sum SUMG1 is given by

SU!~.tG1
m-1

::: SUlli.i=1
(m-2)~(m+p-i-2)! ,i-1

,-- -------- ------------ (-a 'lCD)
( III- i -1) ! (m + P" 3) 1 (,i- 1) t • [83J

The relative error in the two-term analys~s for any order ~ with an ex-
ponential g{x) can be obtained from the subtltut~cn of Egs.[82] ana iSJ]
into • [ 8 1 j. Simpler expressions are possi.b Le tvhen p is give n a vaLue ,
For example, for p=1, the relative error ~s

reLative error

1 m-1
------ (-a ••..h)
(m- 1) !

= -~'.--~----~--------- •m-1 1 i-1
sum. ------{-a*b)i=1 (i-1)!

·84 ]l ,
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This is an important and interesting result. It is the very foundation
for the validity of tae two-term and four-term analyses wheu applied to
solutions of real-life problems, where analytic tunctlons and secondary
poles abound. It is interesting, because this error ex~ression is just
the convergence criterion for the Taylor expansion of qCx) if the radius
of convergence, a, is identified as the Taylor expansion increment. So,
this error is 8'lualtothe ratio of the last term of the analytic series
divided by the value of the same function, when the expansion increment
is the radius of convergence. If the analytic function is properly re-.
presented by this series, then the radius of convergence is accurately
determined. Basically, what is required is

111-1
(- H c* b) < m-1 •

If this inequality is not satisfied, there will be error in calculating
the radi us of convergence. .If this Lnequaraty is r'ev-ersed, it will be

impossible to calculate the radius of convergence. This latter case is
what is r efe red to as a tfstiffll problem. MUI€will be Said on this in

Chapter V:II.

The conclusion is: the accuracy of the radius-at-convergence calcu-
latioh is dependent aD the convergence rate uf the Taylor expansion of
the analytic function using an increment equal to the radius of conver-
gence. From a practical point of view, the meaning of this conclusion
is that WE' should use as long d Taylor SeLl.€S as possible iu order to be
certain that the series of analytic functions have converged with very
small remainder terms. This speaks for us~ng very long series lengths;
however, the computation time for the solution of real-life probLe m.s
increases as the square of the series length. So, we must find some
compromise. Tbis question will be discussed in the next Chapter. The
choice is to use 30-term Taylor series as the stan~ard.

The reLat; i ve error in the calculation at the radius of co nverg ence
for other: values of p is considerably Lar qer, For p=2, it is
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relative error

~-\
III 1 *-'tsum. -------(-Rc*bJi=l ll'. (i-2)!

= -----~----------------m-l m-i 1-1sum. ------(-Rc*b)
i=1 (i-1)!

185]

This relative error is several orders of magnitude larger than that for
p=l, EY.lB4]. Similarly, as ve will show in Figure III-10, the relative
error for p=O is also orders of magnitude Larger than tne error for p=l.
Therefore, before calculating for the radius of convergence, one should
adjust the indices of the Taylor series to cbange the order of the pole
to be close to p==1.fhis adjustment, or shift in the indices of the
series terms, can be accomplished by either

V(llI-l) ==F(m)*(m-1)jh ,

or V(m+l) - F(~*hjm , [86 )

where the V-series is the new series, and F(rn) is the original series.
This shift in indices can he performed as often as necessary to change
the order of the pole to be close to p=l. The purpose of this shift is
to take advantage of the fact ~hat the radius of convergence calculation
is much more accurate when the order of the pole is close to one.

We nov analyze the effect of secondary poles in the same maDDer as
above. Consider the function g(xJ to b~ a function with a pole on the
rea I axis" a "secondary" pole,

1
g (x)-

P(x'-b)

The m-th term of the Taylor series for this fUDction, at x=O with incre-
ment h, is derivable from Eg.[ 18J.

G (m)
(.+p-2)! h .-1 -p

==------------ (-J i-b)
(m - 1) !( P" 1) 1 b

[87 ]

The sum SUMGM becomes

•SUr1Gr1 = sum.i=1
(m-1) t {m+p-i-l} !(i+f-2) ~. i-1--------------------------(Rcjb)(m-i)! (m+p-2)! (p-l)! (i-1) !

(t) 8)
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and the sum SUMG1 becomes

m-1
SUNG1 - sum.i=1

{m-2}1(rn+p-i-2)! (i+p-2.l : . i-1
----------------------------(Rc/b)(m-i-1) !(m+p-J)! (p-1)! (i-1)!

(89)

The relative error in the two-term aualysis tor order p with a secondary
pole can be 0 tt ained by .sub s tLt.uting E9.s. [ 88 J and (89 j into Eq .•r 81 ].

For p=1, the ratios of factorials in all ~hree equations above are equal
to one. Therefore, the relat1ve error is

relative er.co1'
m-1(Rc/b)-= .,-_._---,-.-.-_._-_.'-,-"-

m-1 i-19um. (Hc/b)
1.=1

[90j

The factors in Eq.[90j are identical to the factor in Eq.[87]. So, the
relative errur in radius of convergence is exactly equal to the error in
the Taylor approximation of g(X). There£ore, the same conclusion given
above is valid for secondary poles as well. The accuracy of the radius-
of-convergence calculation is dependent on the convergence rate of the
Taylor expansion of the secondary pole US~llg an 1.ncrement equal to the
radius of convergence.

'rile r eLatLve err cr tor a p.rLma ry pole at order p=2
than that for p=1. The expression is given by

a ucn larger

m
SUIll.i=1

i (i-1) i-1
------ (Rclb)

m
relative eeror = --------------------m-1 1-1sum. i (m-i) (Rc/b)

i=1

( 91 J

Once again. the error in the t~o-term ana~ysis is orders of magnitUde
larger When the order of the pole is p=2. Therefore, it is advisable to
shift the Taylor series to change the oraer c~ose to p=1. Some graphs
will be shown later to illustrate the behaVIor of the error under dif-
terent circumstances.

The error in the radius of convergence calculation using the three-
term analysis is obtainable from a similar deve Lo paent , First, we need
to define a stim SUHG2 just liKe those sums in Eq.[BO].
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i {w-2) = ~;(m-~) *SUMG2

We substitute Eg.[80] and the above into Eq.[23] and find

W(lU)*SUlVlGrI(ru-l)------------
w(m-l)*SUNGl

w(m-l)*SUMG1 h
(m-2)------------ = -------W(m-2}*SUMG2 Rctest)

Since w (x) is the primary-pole function, we can apply Eq.[ 18 J to the two
ratios W(LH)/~i(m-l) and. W(rn-1)/.qm-2) above. lifter some messy a Lqehra ,
this yiel.d s

11 r SDi'lGh---*1 {m+p-2)-----
Bc L SUMGl

SiH1G 1,
+ (m+p-3) -----1

SU~lG2..J Be (est)

An expression for the relative error can be obtained for fixed values of
the order p. For p=1~ the result is

relati vo error
m-2

(He/ b)= - {m-2)-------------- +
m-2 i-1sum. (He/b)1=1

m-l
(ile/b)(m-l)--------------m-l i-1>?um. (Rei b)

l=1

[92J

As we will see in the grapbs to be sho~n below, the error as given in
the above expression is much larger than tbat for the two-term analysis.
Tois suggests that one should use the two-term analysis except when tbe
three-term analysis is absolutely necessary. The two-term analysis can
be used to solve for an unknown order p n} shifting the series inaic€s
and iterations. This viII be discussed further in a later section.

Figure III-9 oelow 1s a plot uf errors in tne calculation of Hc by
the two-term and three-term analyses when tners is a secondary pole at
xc:::b. The vertical axis is the absolute value or the error. The 11Qri-

zontal axis is the ratio of b/Rc, the dlstance to the secondary pole
divided by the radius of convE£gence. As expected, the error decreases
as the secondary pole is moved further away trom the point of expansion.
Tbe order of both primary and secondary poles is p=1 ~n this study, and
the length of the Taylor series is 30-terms. Errors io the two-term
analysis are warked by "+"; whll~ errorB in the three-term analysis are
marked by "xu. As mentioned earlier, the radius-at-convergence calcula-
tion is fuore accurate with two-term analYbls than with three-term anal-
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ys~s. The errors 1D three-term analysis a~e about two to three times
larger than those in two-term analysis. Also plotted in Figure 111-9 is
a line marked by "2". The errors indicated by that line are those for
primary and secondary poles at order two. these errors are orders of
magnitude larger than those for p=1.
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FIGURE IIl-9. Errors in Bc, with Secondary Pole at x=b.
(30-terro Taylor series used)

It is evident from this gra~h that, for p=1. the accuracy is better
than 4-decimal figures when the distance to the secondary pole is larger
than 1.3 times the radius of convergence. Even when the secondary pole
is as close as 1.1 times Rc, the accuracy is 2-d<3cimal figures. This is
evidence for the validity and usefulness of the two-term analysis for
Taylor' series with secondal'ypoles, as a n a l.eal-lifeproblem, when the
order is p=1.

Figure III-10 is a plot of the errors in the radius-of-eoDveryence
calculation USing the two-term analysis lor various orders of the poles.
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the orders of the poles are varied from p=C to p=2. There is d sharp
minimum in r.he error\<lheo the order of the poles is p=1. Although the
error is much higher for orders other than p=1, the calculation for the
radius of convergence is still quite accurate. For an order of p=1/2.
the error is less than 0.08 peccent. Ho~ever, for an order of p=2, the
error is almost ten t.Lraes larger at 0.5 perc e nt;, Tnt refore" one should
use the shifting technique of Eg.[B6] to obtain an order of the poles in

the neighbor:hood of p=O to p=1.
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